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35 Honda unveils next-gen motorcycle powertrains
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Researchers from Hyundai Mobis detail the development of smart booster brake systems for regenerative brake cooperative control. CHASSIS
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Seat suppliers apply ingenuity to reduce the weight of traditional steel seat frames while trimming away foam to make smaller cars roomier. INTERIORS
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While simulating before design may seem to upend the traditional view of product development, many companies are realizing the benefits. SIMULATION
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28 Automotive Engineering International 2012 SAE World Congress Tech Awards
The editors of Automotive Engineering International preview the most innovative supplier technologies to be displayed April 24-26 in Detroit at the SAE 2012 World Congress. The top five are highlighted in this edition, but additional technologies and other event coverage can be viewed online at www.sae.org/mags/aei/saewc.

35 The quest for better turbocharger compressors
With the prevalence of automotive engine downsizing for better efficiency and emissions, greater emphasis is being placed on turbo aerodynamics to achieve wider-range and high-efficiency single-stage compressors.

42 HCCI: The search for a better burn continues
A Bosch-led consortium sponsored by the U.S. DOE, and a research team at Sandia National Laboratories, are pushing to unlock the fuel-efficiency potential of the elusive homogeneous-charge compression ignition engine.

48 Illumination is the new interior sensation
The versatility of LEDs gives stylists many options while raising many challenges for engineers.
New refrigerant nears mass production
The Cadillac XTS model comes out in late spring, with the ATS to follow in mid-summer with the new R-1234yf A/C refrigerant. Behind the scenes, regulatory paperwork issues have delayed production from a DuPont-Honeywell joint venture plant in China, and an SAE committee chairman has asked the EPA to expedite approvals for service equipment.
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19 Raj Nair's world's-eye view
Ford's new global product-development chief discusses engineering resources to meet Asia-Pacific growth, China's challenges, U. S. CAFE, and lightweighting full-size trucks.
22 Raising the bar on SI engine efficiency
26 GE makes power play into automotive
The iconic American conglomerate sees great potential in electric vehicles, helping utility customers upstream ensure reliable and efficient energy delivery for EV customers downstream, says GE's Mark Little.
28 Hybrid-electrified Le Mans. MOTORSPORTS | POWERTRAIN
Audi and Toyota bring hybrid-electric racecars to the renowned 24-h race.
33 Aerodynamic development of Model S
BODY | TESTING & SIMULATION
Tesla Motors closely integrates its Design and Engineering groups to process design iterations quickly and enable fully informed development of aero-optimized exterior surfaces.
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   Finding innovative ways to reduce vehicle weight while maintaining vehicle
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   Chips hold more memory and boost throughput to help improve fuel
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30  Electric Renault also focused on internal combustion
   Already becoming known in Europe as the "electric company," Renault,
   together with Alliance partner Nissan, is determined to pursue EV solutions
   but in parallel with intensive ICE programs, says Philippe Klein, Renault's
   Vice President, Corporate Planning, Product Planning, and Programs.
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   The company may be on a high-technology roll with its new plug-in diesel
   hybrid and its shift to a maximum four-cylinder philosophy - with three-
   cylinder units likely, according to Peter Mertens, Senior Vice President
   of Research & Development.
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   Engineering Director Rolf Frech reveals how technology sharing within the
   VW Group contributes to the company's luxury cars achieving greater
   efficiency.
46  Putting auto industry R&D into neutron gear
   At the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, home of the U. K. 's Space
   Innovation Center and ISIS Neutron Source, "downsizing" is taking
   automotive research into a whole new league thanks to research scientists
   such as Dr. Martyn Bull.
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16 The Lexus rises again
Kiyotaka Ise is leading the effort to redefine the Toyota luxury brand with "Lexus emotionality."

26 Hyundai powers ahead
Dr. Woong-Chul Yang, Vice Chairman, Hyundai Motor, and the head of Hyundai-Kia R&D, explains how his company is striving to be the most-loved, but not necessarily the biggest car company-with the help of technology and powertrain leadership from Seong-Hyon Park, Hyundai's President of Powertrain.
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Developmental solid-state lithium-ion and lithium-air batteries could one day provide ample EV power. ENERGY | ENVIRONMENT
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24 A compact Cadillac to beat the Bimmers
General Motors engineers were given a clean sheet to develop the 2013 ATS, Cadillac's all-new compact (and light) sport sedan aimed squarely at the 3 Series benchmark.

36 Re-engineered Ram
Thermal management—along with other significant changes—improves Ram 1500 fuel economy and earns EPA off-cycle credits.

40 Honda Accord—the 9th generation
The all-new 2013 model brings direct injection, a new CVT, MacPherson struts, safety advances, and a plug-in hybrid version.

47 Radios expand by turning to micros
Versatile systems use microcontrollers, software to meet wide range of requirements.

50 Heavy on the lightweighting
Weight reduction is already a significant consideration in companies' product development efforts, and the emphasis is only going to increase in the years ahead, according to SAE-member survey respondents.
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22  Big shifts coming in powertrains
During the rest of this decade, many observers expect transmission controls to undergo more changes than in the past 10-15 years. Transmission controls are being revamped to meet tighter fuel economy laws, letting engines run at optimal speeds.

26  Collaborating for cheaper carbon fiber
Oak Ridge National Laboratory and several industry partners work together to overcome the challenges to lower-cost carbon fiber.

32  Creating the 54.5-mpg car
Part 2 of AEI's three-part series looks at how vehicle engineers are facing a "stress test" as the countdown to 2025 CAFE begins. How will the aggressive new regulations influence U.S. passenger cars in the next decade - and what will they cost to implement?
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